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Abstract
We present ﬁve new cubature formula in the triangle and square for exact integration of polynomials. The points were computed
numerically with a cardinal function algorithm which does not impose any symmetry requirements on the points. Cubature formula
are presented which integrate degrees 10, 11 and 12 in the triangle and degrees 10 and 12 in the square. They have positive weights,
contain no points outside the domain, and have fewer points than previously known results.
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1. Introduction
We consider a set of N points {z1, z2, . . . , zN } and associated weights {w1, w2, . . . , wN } to be a cubature formula







is exact for all polynomials g up to degree d. Among all cubature formulas of degree d, the optimal ones are those
with the fewest possible points N. The cubature problem has been extensively studied and has a long history of both
theoretical and numerical development. For a recent review, see [1,7,4,2]. An on-line database containing many of the
best known cubature formulas is described in [3]. These formulas are especially useful for higher order ﬁnite element
methods, and as such many of these formulas were republished in the book [11], where they are available on the
included CD-ROM.
One successful approach for numerically ﬁnding cubature formulas dates to [8]. A generalized version was used
recently in [14]. Newton’s method is used to solve the nonlinear system of algebraic equations for the cubature weights
and locations of the points. Symmetry is used to reduce the complexity of the problem. If the cubature points are invariant
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under the action of a groupG, then the number of equations can be reduced to the dimension of the polynomial subspace
invariant under G.
Recently, a cardinal function algorithm has been developed which can provide additional reduction in the complexity
of the cubature problem [12]. It is motivated by a similar cardinal function Fekete point algorithm [13]. The key
idea is to look for cubature formula that have the same number of points as the dimension of a lower dimensional
polynomial space. One can then construct a cardinal function basis for this lower dimensional space, make use of the
interpolatory cubature weights (a multi-variate generalization of the Newton–Cotes weights) and derive a surprisingly
simple expression analytically relating the variation in the cubature weights to the variation of the cubature points. The
net result is a 33% reduction in the number of equations and unknowns, while still retaining analytic expressions for
the gradients necessary to apply steepest descent or Newton iterations.
Symmetry can still be used to further reduce the complexity of the problem if needed. However here we have focused
on fully asymmetric cubature formulas as these have been less studied. We have obtained several new cubature formula
which improve on previous results. From a numerical point of view the gain is quite small—one or two fewer points
for a given degree of exact integration. More important is that these results further minimize the gap between theory
and known cubature formulas. For the degrees presented here (10, 11 and 12), the current best theoretical lower bounds
on the number of cubature points have not been achieved and it is unknown if they can be achieved.
2. Notation
Let = (1, 2) be an arbitrary point inR2. We will work in the right triangle, 10, 20 and 1 + 21, or the
square |1|1 and |2|1. Let Pd be the ﬁnite dimensional vector space of polynomials of at most degree d,
Pd = span{n1m2 ,m + nd}.
We note that
dimPd = 12 (d + 1)(d + 2).
The monomials n1
m
2 are notoriously ill-conditioned, so it is necessary to describePd with a more reasonable basis. In
the triangle there are several suitable choices of orthogonal basis functions. We use the normalized Proriol polynomials
{gm,n} [9,6,5]. The indexes m and n specify the top degree in each coordinate. Here we convert this traditional double
index (m, n) into a single index by i = (m + n + 1)(m + n + 2)/2 − m, so that Pd = span{gi, i = 1, . . . , dimPd}.
Recurrence relations to evaluate these polynomials and their derivatives are given in [10]. In the square, we use the
well-known tensor product basis gm,n() = Pm(1)Pn(2), where Pm(x) is the normalized Legendre polynomial in
[−1, 1] of degree m.
3. Cubature formula for Pd
For any set of M =dimPd non-degenerate points {xj , j =1, . . . ,M} in the triangle or square, we can always obtain






gi d ∀gi ∈ Pd . (1)
By construction, these weights and the points {xj } give a cubature formula which exactly integrates our M basis
functions, and thus exactly integrates all their linear combinations and so is a cubature formula for Pd . This is the
classical upper bound on the number of cubature points required for a formula of degree d. Our goal is to ﬁnd a solution
to Eq. (1) that requires only N <M points, with N as small as possible.
We use a modiﬁcation of the cardinal function algorithm from [12]. That algorithm relies on interpolatory cubature
formula for a polynomial subspace P′ ⊂ Pd with N = dimP′. Letting {g′i} be a basis for P′, then the interpolatory





i (zj ) =
∫

g′i d ∀g′i ∈ P′. (2)
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If the points are also a cubature formula of degree d, then these weights must also be the cubature weights for Pd ,
since any cubature formula forPd must exactly integrateP′. Thus the weights can be considered known and to ﬁnd a
cubature formula of degree d the algorithmmust only search for suitable points {zj }. Furthermore, sinceP′ is integrated
exactly by these weights, this search needs only consider integrating a basis for the smaller space given by Pd\P′.





F is considered as a function only of {zj }. We note that integrals of the basis functions do not appear in the equation
F = 0 because of the fact that ∫ gi = 0∀gi ∈ Pd\P′. If a cardinal function bases is used for P′, the gradients of F
needed for Newton or gradient-based methods are known analytically [12].
The results obtained in [12] considered only subspaces of the form P′ = Pe with e <d, and thus were limited to
cubature formulas with pointsN= 12 (e+1)(e+2). To relax this restriction we introduce a simple procedure to construct
subspaces of dimension N for arbitrary values of N. We start by taking the largest e such that
dimPeN < dimPe+1.
We then augmentPe with M basis functions, where N = dimPe+1 +M . We restrict ourselves to choosing the M basis
functions from the set gi ∈ Pe+1\Pe. Denoting the span of these augmenting functions byA, we can write
P′ =Pe ⊕A. (3)
There are many possible choices of A. The only requirement is that Eq. (2) be well conditioned. If a zero is found
by the Newton iteration procedure, then it will represent a cubature formula for Pd no matter which subspace P′ was
used. In practice, for a set of points which are used to initialize the Newton iteration, we compute all possible P′ of
the form in Eq. (3) and take the one which gives the most well-conditioned system for Eq. (2). If during the iteration
this system becomes ill-conditioned as the points change, we repeat the procedure and compute a new P′.
All other aspects of the algorithm, including the procedure used to construct initial conditions for the iterations are
identical to [12].
4. Results
Our results are summarized in Table 1. All the cubature points have positive weights and no points lie outside the
triangle, although neither of these properties is in any way guaranteed by the cardinal function algorithm. The errors












g2i d = A, where A is the area of the triangle or square. None of the cubature sets are invariant
under the symmetry group of rotations and reﬂections of the domain.
Table 1
Cubature points computed with the cardinal function algorithm
Domain Number of Degree of exact Error
points integration
Triangle 24 10 9.3 × 10−16
Triangle 27 11 6.2 × 10−15
Triangle 32 12 2.0 × 10−15
Square 22 10 2.0 × 10−15
Square 31 12 1.6 × 10−15
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24 points 27 points
32 points
Fig. 1. Cubature points for the triangle which exactly integrate polynomials of degree 10, 11 and 12.
22 points 31 points
Fig. 2. Cubature points for the square which exactly integrate polynomials of degree 10 (left) and 12 (right).
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All formulas improve upon the best previously published results, as taken from the extensive database described in
[3]. In particular, for the triangle, if one only considers formula with positive weights and no points outside the domain,
these three results have one less point than the previous results. For the square, the best cubature formula for degree 10
required 24 points, but it was also a cubature formula for degree 11. Similarly for degree 12, the best previous formula
required 33 points, but it was also a cubature formula of degree 13.
Plots for all of the cubature points are given in Figs. 1 and 2. For the plots, the right triangle has been mapped linearly
to the equilateral triangle in order to make the asymmetry in the points more visible. The coordinates of the cubature
points are given in Appendix A.
5. Summary
We have presented a modiﬁed cardinal function algorithm for computing cubature points. The modiﬁed algorithm
removes the restriction that the number of cubature points must be of the form n(n + 1)/2. The algorithm was then
applied to the square and the triangle, where ﬁve new cubature formulas were found. The formulas have one or two
fewer points then the best previously known formulas with positive weights and no points outside the domain.
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Appendix A. Tables of cubature points
We now list the coordinates of the cubature points described in Table 1. For each line, we give the two coordinates
of each point followed by the associated cubature weight. In the triangle, we give the x- and y-coordinates in the unit
right triangle, which are equivalent to the ﬁrst to two barycentric coordinates. In the square the coordiantes are in a
square of length 2 centered at the origin.
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